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Abstract: Success has been obtained using a semi-supervised graph analysis method based on a graph convolutional network
(GCN). However, GCN ignores some local information at each node in the graph, so that data preprocessing is incomplete and the
model generated is not accurate enough. Thus, in the case of numerous unsupervised models based on graph embedding technology, local node information is important. In this paper, we apply a local analysis method based on the similar neighbor hypothesis to a GCN, and propose a local density definition; we call this method LDGCN. The LDGCN algorithm processes the
input data of GCN in two methods, i.e., the unbalanced and balanced methods. Thus, the optimized input data contains detailed
local node information, and then the model generated is accurate after training. We also introduce the implementation of the
LDGCN algorithm through the principle of GCN, and use three mainstream datasets to verify the effectiveness of the LDGCN
algorithm (i.e., the Cora, Citeseer, and Pubmed datasets). Finally, we compare the performances of several mainstream graph
analysis algorithms with that of the LDGCN algorithm. Experimental results show that the LDGCN algorithm has better performance in node classification tasks.
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1 Introduction
Graph convolutional network (GCN) is one
important learning framework that enables feature
representations of directed and undirected graphs (Lin
and Cohen, 2010; Niepert et al., 2016). This network
becomes increasingly popular in graph analysis applications, including link prediction, semi-supervised
node classification, and recommendation. The adjacency and degree matrices of GCN graphs serve as
‡
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model inputs for calculating a Laplacian matrix and
training neuron parameters of GCN, while a convolutional neural network defines features of nodes or
edges with multiple and continuous attributes in the
graph (LeCun et al., 1989, 1998, 2015). To obtain the
canonical representation of a non-Euclidean structure
graph, the GCN algorithm calculates a Laplacian
matrix for a graph matrix. A Laplacian matrix can be
used to perform feature decomposition in the spectral
domain and dimension reduction. This means that this
approach can effectively reduce data dimensionality
and cluster complexity. As local information at each
node in the graph is ignored, however, Laplacian
matrix features remain incomplete, which influences
model formation.
In the struc2vec model (Ribeiro et al., 2017),
nodes with similar adjacency and local topology are
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generally considered to have similar characteristics.
This means that similar adjacency and local topology
are used to define and compute the structural identity
of individuals in social networks (Lorrain and White,
1971; Pizarro, 2007; Narayanan et al., 2016). This
model uses a function to evaluate the similarity of two
nodes in the graph through their local topology, and
then makes them closer in the sample sequence.
These steps are iterated until convergence is achieved.
The aim of this study is to combine the similar
neighbor hypothesis in social networks with a GCN to
solve graph-based learning problems. We use the
definition of a high-order degree matrix to explain the
concept of local density, and expand this for defining
graph nodes. We design a local density GCN
(LDGCN) to obtain a practicable convolutional network model that can be used for classification and
prediction tasks (Chen et al., 2018). The proposed
algorithm uses just graph adjacency and high-order
degree matrices, and then calculates a distinct Laplacian matrix. The matrix is used to map graph topological features and local information at each node to
neural network parameters in the training steps. The
novelty of LDGCN is that we can transform the degree matrix to a high-order one, while local density
information is saved in the Laplacian matrix. This
means that local node density information can be used
in the similarity calculation, distinct from the similarity definition used in the struc2vec model (Fig. 1).

considered to be similar because their first- and
second-order adjacencies are the same. When the
first-order adjacencies between two nodes are the
same, their second-order adjacencies will hardly be
the same. The higher the order, the greater the difference between these two nodes. Nodes h and g in
the social network are considered different. Although
the sums of their first- and second-order adjacencies
are the same, a gap nevertheless remains, because the
low-order adjacency has greater effect on the target
node than the high-order one (the first-order degree of
node h is 4 and the first-order degree of node g is 2).
The goal of this study is to explore an optimization method that can be applied to GCN to enhance its
performance. Therefore, a method for defining the
graph representation using local density similarity is
proposed. Given the interference of the higher-order
degree matrices, it is easier to distinguish graph nodes.
Several contributions are made:
1. An LDGCN algorithm based on the similar
neighbor hypothesis in graph embedding technology
is applied to a GCN. This algorithm means that nodes
in the graph can be discriminated more effectively
while the GCN algorithm performs at a higher level.
2. The algorithm used here renders the preprocessing of neural network data more complete even
though the size of training data remains unchanged.
3. To calculate a high-order degree matrix based
on the definition of local density, two LDGCN implementation methods, balanced and unbalanced, are
applied. These approaches optimize the model and
have no effect on training time.

Network
u

v

h

Network

g

Fig. 1 LDGCN similarity definitions for two different
social networks

The first- and second-order degree matrices are
used for illustration in this study (Fig. 1). Thus, in the
social network discussed here, nodes u and v are

2 Related work
In the earlier work, unsupervised network embedding technology (Wang et al., 2019) has been used
to obtain low-dimensional, potential learning vector
representations. These learned feature vectors can be
applied in various social network settings, such as
classification (Tang and Liu, 2011), link prediction,
and visualization (Yang LM et al., 2015; Chen et al.,
2018). Embedding techniques from natural language
processing (NLP) have a long history; the skip-gram
algorithm in NLP has been proposed to learn embedding vectors from words in text. This algorithm
considers words with similar semantics in the text to
form a class (Mikolov et al., 2013; Mnih and
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Kavukcuoglu, 2013; Le and Mikolov, 2014). The
method of learning feature representations of nodes or
edges using a skip-gram algorithm in a social network
was first proposed in the DeepWalk model (Perozzi
et al., 2014). This model builds a sequence at each
node in a graph using the random walk algorithm
(Page et al., 1998; Langville and Meyer, 2006; Fouss
et al., 2007), and then applies these sequences as the
training corpus for the skip-gram algorithm. This
enables local correlations between nodes in these
walk sequences to be learned and their features to be
defined. However, the random walk algorithm in the
DeepWalk model is uncontrollable. The node2vec
model (Grover and Leskovec, 2016) was therefore
developed to optimize the random walk algorithm;
this approach uses p and q to artificially control the
depth and breadth of a random walk, respectively, and
allows an unsupervised social network learning
model to learn feature representations within different
local ranges. p and q typically vary with a dataset or
social network in different domains, and there are
different optimal p and q values under different conditions. In the definition of general similarity, adjacent nodes on a graph are considered similarly.
However, in the struc2vec model (Ribeiro et al.,
2017), the similarity of two nodes is defined by analyzing the similarity of their local topologies. Graph
embedding technology is generally used in largescale social networks.
A semi-supervised learning method aims to deal
with unlabeled data by analyzing labeled graph data.
In this context, GCN is a popular semi-supervised
learning approach that transforms a non-Euclidean
graph into a Laplacian matrix for training purpose. As
the properties of nodes and edges in this graph will be
embodied in a Laplacian matrix, decomposed features
can be obtained using feature decomposition of this
matrix in the spectral domain (Shuman et al., 2013).
Thus, GCN-based semi-supervised training can adapt
to datasets in different fields (Lin and Cohen, 2010;
Kipf and Welling, 2016).
3 Basic theory and the LDGCN algorithm
To introduce our algorithm, we initially outline
the graph convolution principle. The LDGCN algorithm and its two implementations are explained in
conjunction with mathematical logic and procedures.

3.1 Graph convolution principle
Feature decomposition in the spectral domain
aims to provide a prerequisite for convolution operations on a non-Euclidean graph. The most important
feature of a GCN is matrix feature decomposition.
In the case of graph G, the node and edge are
denoted as V and E, respectively. If graph G has n
nodes, V can be expressed as V={v1, v2, …, vn}, and E
is a set of node pairs. This means that the graph can be
expressed as G=(V, E), and the Laplacian matrix L
has numerous definitions. We use the definition
L=D−1/2AD−1/2 to define the Laplacian matrix of the
graph, where A and D denote the adjacency and degree matrices of graph G, respectively. Matrix A is an
n×n matrix, and consists of 0 and 1, with the former
indicating no link between two nodes and the latter
indicating a link between two nodes. The degree matrix D represents the number of edges involved in
each node in the graph. As L is a positive semidefinite
matrix with n linearly independent feature vectors, it
can be decomposed as follows:
 λ1



−1
L=U

 U ,

λn n×n


(1)

where U is a mapping matrix in the Fourier space and
contains some graph features. This matrix comprises
a series of column vectors ul, where l∈{1, 2, …, n}.
The matrix composed of λ in Eq. (1) is a diagonal
matrix with n feature values. As the feature vectors of
the Laplacian matrix (symmetric matrix) are orthogonal to each other and matrix U satisfies UUT=E,
spectral decomposition can be expressed as follows:
 λ1



T
L=U

 U .

λn n×n


(2)

Based on the feature vectors obtained using
spectral decomposition of the Laplacian matrix, a
Fourier transform based on the graph can be expressed as
=
gˆ(ll )

n

∑ g (i) u (i),
i =1

∗
l

l ∈ {1, 2, ..., n},

(3)
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where g(·) is used to obtain an attribute feature representation of each node; in a GCN, it takes the form
of a matrix with n vectors. The length of these n
vectors represents the dimension of the feature in each
case, while ul(i) denotes the ith component of the lth
feature vector, and ul* is the conjugate form of ul.
Thus, in a matrix form, the Fourier transform in a
graph can be expressed as
 gˆ ( λ1 )   u1 (1) u1 ( 2) ... u1 ( n)   g (1) 


 

 gˆ ( λ2 )  =  u2 (1) u2 ( 2) ... u2 ( n)   g ( 2)  . (4)
    

   
 

 

 gˆ ( λn )   un (1) un ( 2) ... un ( n)   g ( n) 

This relationship can be expressed as ĝ=UTg,
where ĝ denotes the normalized representation of
each node in each dimension. Similarly, the inverse
Fourier transform is g=Uĝ. A convolution operation
can therefore be performed based on this spectral
decomposition. The Fourier transform of the neuron
parameter h during the training process can be expressed as follows:
n

hˆ(λl ) = ∑ h (i ) ul* (i ).
i

(5)

In the GCN training process, the information
contained in the graph will be continuously mapped to
the neuron parameter h using matrix U:
 hˆ(λ1 )



T
U

( g ∗ h)G =
 U g.


hˆ(λn ) n×n


(6)

As discussed above, the LDGCN algorithm uses
a high-order degree matrix to calculate matrix L; this
means that the degree of similarity between each node
in the graph is changed. This assumption also means
that the vectors representing these nodes in matrix U
vary. Thus, as matrix U is used for mapping, it will
optimize the formation of neuron parameter h during
each training process. Experimental results show that
this change improves the performance of a GCN under certain conditions.

3.2 Definition and implementation of a high-order
degree matrix and the unbalanced method
In a GCN model, based on the graph convolution
theory, a simple training form of forward calculation
can be expressed as
Z=softmax(Ltanh(LXW0)W1),

(7)

where W0 is the parameter matrix of the input layer
and W1 the parameter matrix of the hidden layer. W0
and W1 can be viewed as convolution kernels of CNN
and are therefore constantly adjusted via training. X is
the input to this layer.
The degree matrix D within the original GCN is
denoted as D1. The second-order degree matrix for
each node is therefore defined as D2, while the
third-degree matrix is defined as D3. These higherorder degree matrices represent the densities of nodes
at different ranges from the target in sequence. Thus,
when calculating the high-order matrix, the first-order
degree matrix D1 and others are multiplied by a coordination parameter α to adjust the level of the
higher-order degree influence. Variables are set to
different values depending on different social networks. Definition of the degree matrix used in the
LDGCN algorithm is expressed as
D =D1+ α1 D2 + α2 D3 +... + αx −1 Dx .

(8)

In general cases, only D2 is used because the use
of higher-order matrices will bring greater cost (it is
difficult to calculate their coordination parameters).
Therefore, we provide an example of calculating the
degree matrix D using the unbalanced method (Fig. 2).
In this case, the calculation is divided into four steps,
each step to calculate the result of a row. As the node
represented by the third row is not connected to any
other, there is no need to calculate the result in this
case. Although the degree of growth in each row is
unbalanced during the calculation process (e.g.,
modification of the fourth node degree is affected by
changes in the first three nodes), this nevertheless
enables a breakthrough that can be optimized. We
therefore propose an extension method (balanced
method); this calculation (Fig. 2) is performed in
extreme cases, where the coordination parameter is 1,
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although in practical applications, coordination parameters are usually quite small. We have proved the
optimization of the unbalanced and balanced methods
through experiments, and found that the unbalanced
method does not perform well compared with the
balanced one.
As a result of the local density definition, when
the node is closer to the target, its contribution to the
target is greater. This means that in a general social
network, only a second-degree matrix is usually used.
A higher-order degree matrix (such as a third-order
one) will decrease the efficiency and increase the time
complexity of the model, and it is difficult to determine a higher-order coordination parameter. A highorder degree matrix means that matrix L contains
more local information and that h formed in the
training process is more accurate. Calculation steps
for a third-order degree matrix are summarized in
Algorithm 1.
Adjacency matrix
0101
+

1001

2202
+

+

1001

2202

2 2 0 2

4303

4 3 0 3

0000

0000

0000

0 0 0 0

1100

1100

1100

7 6 0 6

Degree matrix
2
2
0
2

6
2
0
2

6
10
0
2

6
10
0
19

Fig. 2 Calculation of a second-order degree matrix graph
with four nodes
Data in red boxes is summed in this case to obtain results.
References to color refer to the online version of this figure

Algorithm 1 Third-order degree matrix computation
Input: adjacency matrix A
Output: Laplacian matrix L
1 D=sum(A.row)
2 define D2 and D3
3 D2, D3=D
4 for Ai in A
5
for Aij in Ai
6
if nodes vi and vj are connected do
7
calculate D=D+α1D2
8
for Ajk in Aj
9
if nodes vj and vk are connected do
10
calculate D=D+α2D3
11
end if
12
end for
13
end if
14
end for
15 end for
16 calculate L=D−1/2AD−1/2
17 return matrix L
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In Algorithm 1, steps 8–12 are used to obtain
third-order degree matrices but are not often applied
in actual applications. D in line 1 in Algorithm 1 is the
same as D1 in Eq. (8).
3.3 Balanced method based on a high-order degree matrix
As discussed above, high-order degree matrix
calculation is implemented using the unbalanced
method. However, although this approach has been
found to be helpful in improving experimental accuracy, it is nevertheless unreasonable. Therefore, we
sort the degree matrix to achieve a better standard to
adapt to this approach. Indeed, as a part of the process
of obtaining a high-order degree matrix (Fig. 2), it is
clear that modification of subsequent node degrees
will be affected by the previous ones. Therefore, we
sort the degree matrix in descending and ascending
orders, and verify and discuss these conditions
experimentally.
The balanced method can adapt to the state due
to high-order matrix calculation. This sorting method
is realized by matrix index conversion (Algorithm 2).
In this approach, the sort() function is used to
sort vector D and return a sorted index matrix D_SI
and a sorted degree matrix D_SD.
Algorithm 2 Matrix index conversion
Input: adjacency matrix A
Output: D_SI and D_SD
1 D=sum(A.row)
2 define a sorted index matrix D_SI
3 define a sorted degree matrix D_SD
4 D_SI, D_SD=sort(D)
5 replace D in line 1 in Algorithm 1 with D_SI and D_SD

Based on Algorithms 1 and 2, the LDGCN algorithm optimizes the Laplacian matrix L and matrix
U on the graph by calculating a high-order degree
matrix. This operation does not affect the size of matrix U, and similarly does not affect GCN training
complexity.
4 Experiments
Three datasets are used to evalute the performance of the LDGCN algorithm. As the GCN algorithm is applied mainly for community classification
tasks, we conduct several experiments. We evalute
the performance of this algorithm by setting different
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numbers of epochs; the most appropriate number
should usually be included within the experimental
scope, although a further experiment is conducted to
determine the sensitivity to coordination parameters.
We then compare the results of multiple mainstream
algorithms and the LDGCN algorithm.
Experimental data is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 Experimental datasets
Number Number Number Number Label
Dataset
of nodes of edges of features of labels rate
Cora
2708
5429
1433
7
0.052
Citeseer
3327
4732
3703
6
0.036
Pubmed 19 717 44 338
500
3
0.003

continuous and have extreme values.
The optimal coordination parameters for the
Cora, Citeseer, and Pubmed datasets are 0.030, 0.031,
and 0.014, respectively. In the above experiment,
Citeserer and Pubmed datasets achieve higher prediction accuracy compared with the original GCN.
The prediction accuracy of the original GCN on the
Cora dataset is 0.813 in our experiments.
0.8150
0.8125
0.8075
0.8050
0.8025
0.8000
0.7975

4.1 Optimal coordination parameter

0.7950

(a)
0

0.01

0.02

0.03 0.04
Value of α

0.05

0.722

Accuracy

0.06

0.07

Improved GCN
Baseline

0.720
0.718
0.716
0.714
0.712
0.710

(b)
0

0.01

0.02

0.03
Value of α

0.04

0.800

0.05

0.06

Improved GCN
Baseline

0.798
Accuracy

We first explore the optimal coordination parameters of different datasets because this approach is
beneficial to another experiment. In our approach, the
coordination parameters remain unchanged and are
optimal. We find that the optimal prediction accuracies obtained by the original GCN applied to Cora,
Citeseer, and Pubmed datasets are 0.815, 0.703, and
0.790, respectively (Kipf and Welling, 2016). Thus,
we use the same settings; we set the number of epochs
to 200 and use a two-layer neural network. The first
layer uses the activation function tanh(·) (the activation function Relu is used in GCN), while the output
dimension is 16 and the learning rate is set to 0.01.
This setting is applied in another experiment; the
prediction results from these three datasets under
different coordination parameters are shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3 reveals that when the coordination parameter is 0, the original GCN algorithm can be used.
Baselines in Fig. 3 indicate the results obtained; an
improved GCN is used in the unbalanced method as
presented in Section 3.2.
Experimental results show that different datasets
have different optimal coordination parameters. In
terms of scale, the Pubmed dataset is the largest,
while the other two are similar in size and exhibit
similar optimal coordination parameters. The optimal
number of coordination parameters for the Pubmed
dataset is much smaller than those for the other two
datasets; therefore, it is not difficult to obtain just the
coordination parameters of the second-order degree
matrix, because with the change of α, the prediction
accuracy curves of the model on the three datasets are

Improved GCN
Baseline

0.8100
Accuracy

1800

0.796
0.794
0.792
0.790
0.788

(c)
0

0.005

0.010
0.015
Value of α

0.020

0.025

Fig. 3 Node classification prediction accuracy on the Cora
(a), Citeseer (b), and Pubmed (c) datasets with changing α

4.2 Sensitivity to the epoch number
We use the optimal coordination parameters as
mentioned in Section 4.1 in the experiments. To explain the effect of the epoch number, we set it to
100–1200 for the Cora and Citeseer datasets and
100–1000 for the Pubmed dataset. Experimental results are shown in Fig. 4.
Analysis of experimental results (Fig. 4) shows
that the improved algorithm achieves a steady increase in the accuracy under different numbers of
epochs. As the coordination parameters of the
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improved algorithm are optimal, the number of
epochs does not affect the actual performance of the
algorithm. As for the best performance of the improved algorithm and the original GCN, the former
can perform better on the Cora and Citeseer datasets.
Although the results obtained on the Cora dataset do
not exceed those of the original GCN algorithm, the
extension method outlined in Section 3.3 can be used
for further optimization.
GCN
Improved GCN

0.8200
0.8175

Accuracy

0.8125

0.8075
0.8050
0.8025

(a)
200

0

600
800
400
Number of epochs

0.725

1000

1200

Improved GCN

Accuracy

0.715
0.710
0.705

α
0.05
0.06

Accuracy
0.812
0.810

Accuracy
0.717
0.718
0.721

α
0.05
0.06

Accuracy
0.720
0.713

The best result is in bold

α
0.005
0.010
0.015

Accuracy
0.792
0.796
0.794

α
0.020
0.060

Accuracy
0.794
0.791

The best result is in bold

0.700
0.695

Table 5 Experimental results based on the Cora dataset
for the descending sorting operation

(b)
200

0

600
800
400
Number of epochs

0.720

1000

1200

GCN
Improved GCN

0.715

Accuracy

Accuracy
0.806
0.811
0.810

Table 4 Experimental results based on the Pubmed
dataset for the increasing sorting operation

GCN

0.720

0.710

α
0.040
0.050
0.064

Accuracy
0.810
0.814
0.819

α
0.070
0.080

Accuracy
0.811
0.809

The best result is in bold

0.705

Table 6 Experimental results based on the Citeseer dataset for the descending sorting operation

0.700
0.695
0.690

α
0.02
0.03
0.04

α
0.02
0.03
0.04

0.8100

0.690

Table 2 Experimental results based on the Cora dataset
for the increasing sorting operation

Table 3 Experimental results based on the Citeseer dataset for the increasing sorting operation

0.8150

0.8000

cending and descending sorting operations in the
balanced method. Other parameters of this algorithm
are consistent with those in the previous experiment.
The results obtained using the balanced method are
outlined in Tables 2–7.

(c)
0

200

600
400
Number of epochs

800

1000

Fig. 4 Node classification prediction accuracy on the Cora
(a), Citeseer (b), and Pubmed (c) datasets with different
numbers of epochs

4.3 Exploratory experiment using the balanced
method
As mentioned, we present only the key components of our experimental results obtained for as-

α
0.02
0.03
0.04

Accuracy
0.716
0.718
0.719

α
0.05
0.06

Accuracy
0.718
0.707

The best result is in bold

Table 7 Experimental results based on the Pubmed dataset for the descending sorting operation
α
0.005
0.010
0.016

Accuracy
0.791
0.794
0.796

The best result is in bold

α
0.020
0.025

Accuracy
0.792
0.793
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Based on the experimental results (Tables 2–7),
it is clear that the descending sorting operation
achieves more significant improvements when applied to the Cora dataset. Indeed, descending or ascending operations have little effect on the other two
datasets. Optimal coordination parameters based on
Cora and Citeseer datasets are similar, the reason of
which, we believe, is related to the dataset size.
Tables 2–7 show that the accuracy of the LDGCN
(balanced) algorithm reaches a limit given a certain
coordination parameter.
We conduct a comparative experiment using the
LDGCN algorithm and five mainstream algorithms,
including SemiEmb (Weston et al., 2012), DeepWalk
(Perozzi et al., 2014), Planetoid (Yang ZL et al.,
2016), GCN, and Graphite (Grover et al., 2018). Experimental results of these algorithms are taken from
Kipf and Welling (2016) and summarized in Table 8.
Table 8 Comparison of our LDGCN algorithm and five
mainstream algorithms in terms of classification
accuracies
Method
SemiEmb
DeepWalk
Planetoid
GCN
Graphite
LDGCN

Cora
0.590
0.672
0.757
0.815
0.821
0.819

Accuracy
Citeseer
0.596
0.432
0.647
0.703
0.710
0.721

Pubmed
0.717
0.653
0.619
0.790
0.793
0.798

Best results are in bold

In summary, the method outlined in Section 3.2
has been validated by the experimental results in
Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The experimental results in
Section 4.3 confirm the effectiveness of the extension
method given in Section 3.3.

5 Conclusions
The proposed algorithm uses a graph degree
matrix as its basis to increase the neural network
training efficiency. However, there is one obvious
problem; when using different orders, the smaller the
improvement of the algorithm, the more time it takes
to calculate the variable. It is generally the case that
only the second order is usable.
Due to the application-based algorithm structure

of GCN, this approach is used mainly for social
network community division. As a semi-supervised
algorithm, it is usually necessary to understand parts
of the community information and train associated
network parameters. In numerous graph embedding
technologies, network learning topologies are stricter;
this means that models like DeepWalk and node2vec
focus more on local graph structures. In the Laplacian
matrix calculation process of the GCN algorithm, data
items are related to the local structure of the graph, so
local density values can be added to the Laplacian
matrix. This improvement means that the focus of a
GCN can move slightly into the graph structure.
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